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By Linda O Keeffe

Monacelli Press, United States, 2012. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. In Stripes: Design Between the Lines, writer and design expert Linda O Keeffe explores the
lineage of lines as they shape culture, art, and style. The illustrations create a rollicking visual ride
while the accompanying text--by turns witty and weighty--shows how these potent, sometimes-
charged symbols have even changed the course of world history. The simplest and most ancient of
all decorative markings, stripes perpetually fascinate. Natural inspirations in the forms of zebra
stripes, rippled sand dunes, and intricately gnarled wood grain have led us to use stripes in every
permutation: on human bodies from elaborate woven textiles to the iconic Breton T-shirt to sharp
pin-striped suits, in art from the earliest cave paintings to vibrant op art canvases, and in industrial
design from World War II-era dazzle battleships to the ubiquitous bar code. Their appeal endures.
With over 250 full-color images, Stripes: Design Between the Lines provides a wholly original look at
one of the most recognizable patterns of all time. Eight thematic chapters present stripes in every
conceivable manifestation, from diabolical to decorative, historic to postmodern. The result is a
wonderfully varied visual collage that...
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ReviewsReviews

This is actually the finest ebook i have study right up until now. I have got study and so i am confident that i will going to read through once again yet
again in the foreseeable future. I am happy to inform you that this is the finest publication i have study inside my personal lifestyle and may be he very best
pdf for possibly.
-- Hoba r t Ander son II--  Hoba r t Ander son II

It is an amazing ebook i actually have at any time study. We have read and so i am certain that i will likely to read through yet again once again later on.
Your way of life period will likely be change when you complete looking at this pdf.
-- Cr istina  Rowe-- Cr istina  Rowe
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